Hello!
My name is Mary Beth!

I'm a Teaching Artist with Luther Burbank Center for the Arts
The Color Wheel

Did you know every color in the world comes from the 3 Primary Colors which are RED, YELLOW and BLUE!

When you mix RED + YELLOW = ORANGE
When you mix YELLOW + BLUE = GREEN
When you mix BLUE + RED = PURPLE
Let's have fun with color!

SECONDARY RECIPE

What are the secondary colors?

Use this as a guide when making secondary colors:

- Red + Blue = Purple
- Yellow + Blue = Green
- Red + Yellow = Orange
Let's have fun with color!

**PRIMARY COLORS**

Let's color each crayon with Primary Colors next to the circles.

- **Yellow**
- **Blue**
- **Red**

**SECONDARY COLORS**

Let's color each crayon one of the Secondary Colors in the circles.

- **Green**
- **Orange**
- **Purple**